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Personal, effects felt by participant-observers as a
result of their rasearch and the impact of such effects on researcher
self-concept are analysed. Quotes from participant-observers who have
studied various social phenomena indicate that they experienced
transition and conf-;ct between their observer and participant roles.
4t times they were strangers (observers) to those they were
researching and at other times friends (Perticipants). Personal
effects and subsequent self-concept alternations occurred. For
example, one researcher did field work involving mentally disabled
individuals. Be became so involved that his faMily ended up providing
a home for one of the disabled girls. The author experienced a change
in self-concept as a result of his research, which showed that
counter-culture groups use the same approaches as the dominant
culture to solve conflicts. Prior Whig study he had very strongly
associated himself with the counter-culture, but his personal
orientation shifted away fro"! this identification during the study.
The conclusion is that persohal effects of research should be
acknowledged and discussed. (RN)
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The Persona) Effects of Participant

aseamvation on the Participant Observer

Jim Schnell
1984

qN.

This article analyzes personal effects which have been felt by

779

partipipanl oblervers, as a result of their research,_ and discusses

the.impact
4
of such effects on researcher self - concept. This discussion

inc lures a Ascription of the guthor's experiences ar a prirticipart

observer and the'sutrequent'personal effects Which have been felt by

the alfthor. 'The ackncwleirement of such personal effects -in important

as ali researchers, qualitative an quantitative, are exposed to a

variety of finlinrr which can affect pirsonal perspectives.
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The Personal Effects of Participant

Observation on the Participant Observer

k

. There are two primary research bases in the social-,sciences.

Johnson (1975, p. x) defines these bases, qualitative and quantitative

J4Llarchi as follows. Qualitative research affords an indepth,
a.

detailed, descriptive account of social actions occurring. at a specific

time and place. Quantitative research usually involves statistical

measurements of vaApus kinds which are cross tabulated with one°another

to explain he variability of a social event.

Further distinctions between the qualitative and quantitative

approaches can be'seen in the perspective provided by Labovitz and

Hagedorn (1971). "Qualitative measurement involves distinguishing one

class of objects from another, differentiating lbt in magnitude but in
*ecil

quality or kind'.' (p. 66). There is no "more or less" diimension.

Quantitative measurement inVolves variance In magmi,tude,(greater or

smaller amounts). This type of measurement occurs by 1) direct

enumeration (where the item is counted), 2) the use of a standard unit

by which objects are measured, 3y using an index that is a,measurabae

indicator offtOcial phenomena, or 4) ranking a series of objects

(Labovitsvand Hagedorn, 1971, p. 66).

From the above, one can infer there-are various advantages and

disadvantages with both approaches. Although the qualitative approach'
a

-offers a natural setting, there is also a.lack4afteliability resulting

fiom ranlOi rservations. A.tho4h the quantite.approach offers more

control over the.. intervention of variables, such an approach lacks

realism due to its artificiality (Labovitz and Hagedorn, 1971, p. 66).
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This article will focus on participant observation, a particular*t

approach within qualitative research,- and the effect it can have on the

self-lconcept of the participant observer. "Notwithstanding, participant

observation has extremely great po(ential for communication research,

because it can give the researcher detailed knowledge of communication

processes in context" (Poopap.Note 1). Participant observation

allows for, what Howard S. Becker underlines as, "fish experiential

context" of observatiOn of the event and observation of previous and

following evdnts (Filsteal, 1970, p. 141).

Gerry Philipsen used participant observation in "Speaking 'Like

a Hen' in Teamsterville" (1975). He was interested ih findingdwhat

groups in the United States view speaking as an effective swans of

social influence. Philipsen states there is'a lack or_inforMation in

P this area ancrthis deficit'"should be remedied by descriptive and

Comparative studies 'of American Speech communities' ( Philipsen, 1975,

p. 22).

I believe researchers who undertake participant observation studies

are likely to experience an altered self.conompt as p result of their

field experience. The degree of alteration is correlated` with the degree

of personal involvement.

Herbert Gans describeethree types of roles within participant

observation.

One is the total participant, the fieldwolrker who is completely

involved emotionally in a social situation and whoa only after it

is over becomes a researcher again and wfites.down what has
a

""

happened. . A second is the researcher- participant, who

participatiia in a social situation-but-is personally only Partially

O
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,

involved so that he can function'es a reseallcher. . .

The third is the total researcher, who observes without any

personal involvem?nt in the situation under study. (Gans; 1968,
lee

pp. 302.303)

These three roles ndi e various degrees of personal involvement.

Review of participant observation stpdies reveals a'tendency, of
0

participant observers, to describe specific procedures, but to provide-
.

less frequent discussien of personal experiences.

Reports.about field research usually describe the methods and

techniqbes of the research. Less often do they tell of the 4

researChercs social end emotional experience. . . These topics

are more often discussed in personal conversations between field

researchers than written about in the literature. (Sbaffir,

Stebbins, and Turovets, 1980, p. vii)

I have been surprised at the lack of discussion of personal expiences

by participant obseriers. "What good is a research design that does root

* include same _reference to those who will execute it" Might- 1964,

p. 82) or who have executed it?

"There is' a revival or participant observation research . .

exemplified by anthologies .in which sociologists report on how they

conducted their studies, and how they, felt while doing "so" (Gans, 1968,

14.3q0). This artieityill analyze personal effects felt by participant

wee

observers, as ft result of their researchy and seek tp understand the

impact of such effects on researcher self-:concepts This discussion

irrlu,!e a description of ty eviierienceil as a participant observer and

subsequent personal effects rhave felt.

A primary form of peiTonil involvement occurs when the distinction

a
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between objective' otserva4ion anesubjective participation'is not clear.

This dilemma is inherent within participant observation.eThe outstand.
. .

. ,

, ...
ing peculiarity 'of this method is that the observer, in greater or less

4.

degree, is caught up in the ve6r web of social interaction which he
4f

observes, analyses, and reports" (Hughes, 1960, pi, xiv). "Scala

fieldwork . . makes the investigator botkan observer and a

. participating inhabitant of the community! (Kloos, 1969, p. 509).
.

"Standard accounts'of the method of participant observstion.require, I

.

would argue, an anthropological.observer to be both a strangrr an a

'friend among the people he is stud3ing" (Jarvie, 1969, pi: 505).0, There

0
A

0 r

is considerable opportunity for the participant observer to experience

90

conflict between his/her goals as an observer and his/her goals as a

participant.

Review t participant observationiliterature indicates subjects

generally respond to participant observers, in the long term, as

participants (rather that observers)., "Ileeause he -is a participant, even

if hp announces to people that be is to studx them (as I did most

of the time
V
in all my fieldwork) people soon forget why he is there, .

and react .to hir, ar,.s participant" (Gans, 1968, p. 305). .-"Elis adaptation

to local conditions requifes that he became acutely aware of the

pitfalls that may trinstorm him from an observer and analyit to an

overay inyolvedi identified participant" (Glaser, 1972, p. 67). t.

A variety of participant observers, who helot's: studied various asocial

phenomena, indicate a transition and conflict. between their observer and

1.,'Articipaa roles. -The transition an' conflict 4nvofves the extrenes of

being a stranger (observer) and being a friend (participant).. Personal

effects-1 and ambsequeni self.conelpt alterations, can, occur within the

0

'
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participant observer during involvement with the studied phen6mena,

even though the participant Observer may be fully aware of his/her

observation and participation goals. Mere exposure can manipulate,

positively or negatively, the frame of reference of the participant

observer.
a

Blanche Geer exj)lainslhanges which werelfilt after three -days of

fieldwork in a college environment.

Before entering the field, I thought of them as irresponsible. 6

children. But as T listened 'to their voices, learned their

language, witnetsed gestuee aneexpression, and accumulated the

bits of information about them which bring p9ople alive and make.

their problems real, rachieved a form of empathy with then and

became their advocate. (Geer, 1967, pp. 394 -395)

5.

She reports, observers who began work moths later experienced the same

change, but not until they' entered the field. Reading her fleldnotes
4

did little to provide a base for the change.

Barrie Thorne researched the draft resistance movement in Boston

during the Vietnam War. Her ,inner- conflict betweeft her goals as a

participant and as an observer -are apparent within -her discussion of her

personal experience as .a participant observer, "The -cOnflicts I

experienced between being a committed participant and an observing

sociol9gist often took the form of great pangs of guilt, and a sense that

I was betrAying the movement" (Thorne, 1979, p. 83).

Robert Bogdan did fieldwork involving mentally disabled individuals.

He explains 41 instaLie Whe.7(1 the gap between stranger (obvervrT) and

friend (participant) was bridged. "When WR were told that Pattie wanted
6 .

to leave the state school but harcno place to go, we began looking around

F
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for a family that might'be wibing to provide'apiace fo r her to N. T..t
Atail, We found a ham; it'vas mineu (Bogdan, 1980, 12,140). . 4

.
G

t 0

Morris Schwartz describes. his interactions with subjects in "The,
4

.Mental Rpspitals The Resiarch Person in the Disturbed Ward." "They

...attacked AM verbally and Sometimes physically. At first I reacted

with concern guilt, resentment, and the wish to disappearjrom the

scene (Schwartz,, 1964, p. 94). Schwartzis.experience evidences a field
'N

situation whire,the objectIve.subjectIve distinction wield be

c

consistentlytested.

William F. Whyte, in StreetcornerSOcietx, acknowledges the

personal involvement of the participant lbservers

He has a role to play, and he has'his own personality needs that

met be met. his personal life is'inextricably mixed with

his research. A real explaBation . . .einvolveia rither.prersonal 1

account of flow the researcher .lived during the period of study.

a

(Whyte, 1955, p. 279) -

Whyte points out *that the researcher, like his informants, ib a-social

(p. 279).

}y experience with participant obaPrvation occurred during, my

doctoral dissertation resegrch. Participant observation was 1D7 primary 111*

method for data col .lectiaL The problem of the study dealt with inflict

communicatimattempts practiced by the Woodstbck Food

Cooperative (a pseudony4 I wanted to TIM if the ideals of the 4.
o

counterculture were evidenced in the communication attempts at conflict

resolution. TheCo-op pre rented itself as being ;1'sed o' a countPre.Ait.

oral philosophy and was studied as a representative orgamization of the

counberculturco

O
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Results of the study indIxate theCo-op offly,superficfally

'practiced a tounterc ulturar philosophy. The Co-op presented itself

using a consensus process in fofial situations, but ,analysis foucit it

I actually used a form ofivoting. The Co-op presented itself is
.

* e

egalftarian,_ in informal situations, but analywis-Tound.it.actUlally
.. 4 . ,

had a recognised hierarchy ajnong the membership. Thus, the Co..9p

7.

presented itpelf as practicimr,a countercultural philosophy, butlenalyeiS

found it attuall7 practiced.daminant culturerapproachps in clormundiation

attempt* at conflict resolution:
C20

The hypothesis of the study Was not found to be true. I had

expe6ted to find that the Co-op, as a representative,orginizationwitah

the countereultureviculd,utilize a consensus process in formal

situatiOnsand practice egalitarian ideals in informal situations. I
. ed,

was both academically and personally surprised when.my data disproved
1'

4111

my hypothesio.
C.

As an individual who associates himself with the- counterculture

and believes the counterculture oiferi a necessary alternative, I

'personally'hoped 'there Mould be stronger distinctions betweenthe
. 0

counterculture and.daMinant culturesonfliit'reso;ution conmunIcatian

atteipts. This would,have indicated astronger dfstinction between the

.p hilosophies of tbetcounterculture and dominant culture. The discovery

that suchstrbngdistinctions donot exist, has affected the.authorl.s

evaluation of bne of his primary groups and hop in turn affected his

m self. - concept.

Prior to eypcu'itr. the stuffy, 7 be be 'gm inIolvdA with u wirirdty of

organizations within the counterculture for.rourhly three .years. I -

associated myself with' the counterculture very strongly during those '

I

0
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both in hought and appearavice. Three years before starting the

I quit cutting my hair and I did not git another haircut until

after the study was Complete'

I did not grow my hair long to enhancelny countercultval

credibility at the Coop. Rather, I quit getting haircuts when I was

released from active duty is an Air ?time Second Lieutenant. The release

was under honorable coaditiona and teas, sanctioned thrOugh an Air ?once

program which allowed officers to return toiliraduate school, but still

iiinttarLtheir-posiiion in.the'inaetIve reserve. liP.$ hair' growth and

c'ountercultural leanings were in response to the perceived impersonal

bureaucrac4which this, researcher experienced while in the Air force.

I did not experience serious disagreement With the goals of the military,
I

rather, I experienced Roszak's explanation of the counterculture.

Roszak (1969, p. 2) explains counterculture as arising from a youthful

revulsion attechnocracy. ,It represents a refusal to surrendh

spontaneity to artificiality. Th; counterculture nerves to reassert life

and joy in the facetof impersopal organization.'

During* the early months of the- study, I concentrated op achieving

as' high a degree of7cb:ectiiity as pos4ible. I du not want ty personal

counteicultural leanings to inflience my.academic observations. I
. . -

wanted the data to speak for itself and it did. My data (from

observations, iiteriaws, surveys, and review; of literature written

by/about the organizaticO indicited the countercultural base of the
$

Ce-op, and related organizations, was much more superficita than

I

articipatod. The superfi-tal trends were tonciateritly evident fror tb.

start of the study. $*

O sf

The consistencies' in the data encouraged me academically, but

OP
0*
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discouraged tie personally. I initially questioned the sincerity of the

counterculture and then began to.,question my future personal involvement

with the eounterculture. Could I' better achieve my altruistic aims

through' a different m-cans" I had originally identified strOnglywittthea
. .

m
Co-op membership, and related organizations, but my personal:orientation

shifted away from this identification during the study. The- shift was

evidenced in my personal journal*

1p views have charged since I started the etuay. The Astinctiops.

between dominant culture orpariza.tions and cOuntmvultural

organizations seem to be superficial. I think I can promote

more (realistic) social change by working within the system than "

by working outside of it. Some maAill it "aelliag out." I'll
.

call it disillusionment. The goals are still the' same ..1

think 1111 gist try another path for awhile. (Fieldnotei, Note 2)
I

This personal questioning ocArrell.little by little, during the course

of the data gathering period, rather than through an abrupt realization.

Rosalieliax shares et similar experience in "Final.fhoughtss How

f

Fieldwork Changed Me."

For what I realised was that I had not been grPatky changed

by 'the things I suffered, enAyed or endured; nor was I greatly

changed by the things I did(though these strengthened my

conffatime in MYzelf). What changed me.irrevocably and beyond

repair were the things I learned. Yore specifically, these

irrevocable, changes involved replacing mythical and ideological

arr.ptlors udtl-, the err-reet cfter pninful.) farts cf

the situation. (Wax, 1971, p. 30) ,

As with Wax, what changed me irrevocably were the things I learned.
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These changes involved replacing personal. ideological assumptions "with

the correct (though alien painful) facts of the situation."

The strongest irrevocable cheinge occurred near the end of the data

gathering period. I'M& just finished filing my annual federal income

taX forms when I questioned the paradox of working for peace (through

the counterculture) while paying for' weilthrough taxes). It was

apparent to me that most of my countercultural colleagues, except for the

handful of war tax resistors'Iknew of, were caught in this coAtradiction.

I could see little rationale in working to counter a 'aistem Which I

. \

was financially supplictingi my subsequent direction, since this learning

experience, has-been to'. fork for change within the system.

The study has been completed for seven months and I have reflected
tl

on my fieldwork experience a good deal. It was academically rewarding,

as-a Ph.D. dissertation, ald it was equally personally rewarding as a

learning experience. My initial motivation in doing research for.this

article stemmed from an interest iVearning about the personal

experience's of other participant observers and to see .what consiotenciesp

if-any, exiNt among people who have used the' participant observation

method.

Participant observation has been used by a variety .of researchers.
0

in all ardor of the social sciences, tt investigate a wide diversity of

research problems. It is difficult to speculate on the psychological

make-up of participant observers. A common thread which does exist

withiii.;most participant observation accounts is the concern with
t

pb!ectivity. Not necessarily achieving total ob,fectivity, but

consistently working, to maintain a high degree of it. This wouad

require a particular ability to periodically detach oneself from ones
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personal frame of reference. "It is doubtful whether one can become a,

good social reporter unless he has been able to look, in a reporting

mood, at the social world in which he was reared" (Hughes,-1960, p. xi).

As a participant observer who associates himself with the counter..

culture, and who has done fieldwork within the counterculture, I am

particularly intereatidin Herbert Gans discitssiOn of fieldworkers.

My hunch is that fieldwork attracts a pereo1 who, in Everett

Higbee' words, "is alienated from his own background," who is

not Antirely comfortable, in his new roles, or who is otherwise

detached frc.- Ys on society; the individual "ho is more

comfortable'as an observer than as a participant. (Gans, 1968,

Pe. 317)

t

The alienation emphasized by Hughes parallels the alienation frequently

felt within the counterculture (Rossak, 1969, p. 2).

I believe concern with the personal effects of a methodin in this

case participant observation, is central to understanding the entire

so.

research.process. "What good is a research design that does not include

.1%

some reference to thdse who will execute it (Hughes, 1964, p. 82) or

lb
who have execut04 it? my review of the literature reveal ,a minima`

fund of information regarding the Orsonal effects of such research.

This article is intended as a contributiOn to the fund.
c
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